ISC Requirements for Response Department Programs

ICS 100, 700  Members seeking to be qualified in an Auxiliary Operational Program, including Surface Operations, Air Operations, Fixed / Mobile Radio Facility Operators, must complete this coursework prior to certification by the DIRAUX. Without this certification, members are not allowed to participate in any Coast Guard exercise, drill or response event.

ICS 200, 210, 800  Members designated as Single Unit Resource Leaders or SURLs (i.e. Auxiliary Coxswains, Pilots, PWC operators) must complete this coursework prior to certification by the DIRAUX. Without this certification, members already qualified will be considered REYR and will not be issued Auxiliary patrol orders. (NOTE: Coast Guard ICS 300 is an acceptable substitute for ICS 210.)

The following courses can be found on-line at the FEMA Emergency Management Institute by following these links:

- **IS 100 course**  Introduction to Incident Command System, ICS-100  http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/IS100b.asp
- **IS 200 course**  ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents  http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/IS200b.asp
- **IS 700 course**  NIMS An Introduction  http://www.training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/is700.asp

IS 210 and 300 are offered through classroom instruction only and are not available on-line. Contact your FSO-MT for further information.
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